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Why is deep learning so popular?
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Why is deep learning so popular?

Deep learning is flexible and scalable:

1. Write a differentiable computer program 
with learnable parameters

○ “Just” write it in TensorFlow, JAX or PyTorch
○ Typically based on “neural networks”

2. Pick a loss function, based on what your 
program should do

3. Optimize using stochastic gradient 
descent

○ Downside: requires absurd amounts of compute
○ Upside: scales to any amount of data
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Saharia et al (2022), “Photorealistic Text-to-Image Diffusion Models with Deep Language 
Understanding,” https://imagen.research.google/

Example: the deep learning model du jour

A robot couple fine dining with 
Effel Tower in the background.

A blue jay standing on a large 
basket of rainbow macarons.

Three spheres made of glass 
falling into ocean. Water is 
splashing. Sun is setting.



“Pure” deep learning also offers an impressive 
alternative to numerical weather prediction 

Ryan Keisler (2022), “Forecasting Global Weather with Graph Neural Networks,” arxiv.org/abs/2202.07575

Same accuracy as NOAA’s GFS model, but forecasts 5 days in 1 second on a GPU!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1LAIoxCzX_Z3O_m1D4MPLr2gHzSu4BVi3/preview


My research at Google and today’s talk: the potential of 
“hybrid” deep learning for scientific modeling

Neural networks
for data-driven approximations

Numerical methods
for interpretability, generalization 

and extensibility +

Key difference vs. yesterday: We write “fully differentiable” models, which in 
principle allows for end-to-end optimization of what you actually care about



Our work is built upon the “JAX-CFD” library for 
computational fluid dynamics
JAX-CFD is:

● Fully differentiable
● GPU/TPU native
● Designed for hybrid ML/physics 

models (e.g., learned interpolation)
● Based on simple numerics (finite 

volume or spectral)

github.com/google/jax-cfd 

https://github.com/google/jax-cfd


Our approach: train ML-physics models to accurately 
simulate on coarse grids
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Kochkov et al (PNAS, 2021)



Performance on the “test dataset”

Kochkov et al (PNAS, 2021)



Our hybrid ML-physics models can improve both 
accuracy and speed

10Kochkov et al (PNAS, 2021)



...and unlike similarly accurate pure ML models, our 
hybrid models generalize

Training dataset Generalization tests

Forced turbulence Larger domain Decaying More complex

11Kochkov et al (PNAS, 2021)



Hybrid models are faster to train, but still finicky

Hybrid models

Pure ML 
models

Training loss (32 time steps) Online performance (1024 time steps)

Key challenge: can we actually optimize for the metrics we care about?



My team’s current focus: hybrid modeling with a 
differentiable atmospheric GCM

“Physics”
Learn this 

stuff

“Dynamics”
Accelerate 
this stuff

Primitive equations Discretization

Simulation with our new spectral 
dycore, initialized with ERA5 (our initial 
training dataset):



Xarray-Beam: a new tool for processing big climate data

Example dataset: ERA5
Hourly weather data 
1979-present
19+ variables
~25 TB (surface)
1+ PB (vertical levels)



Key use case 1: calculating climatology

https://github.com/google/xarray-beam/blob/main/examples/era5_climatology.py

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1XnS3DK5O31gIVBskgsHBr4PLwrQ5w_3y/preview


Key use case 2: rechunking

https://github.com/google/xarray-beam/blob/main/examples/era5_rechunk.py

Based on the “Rechunker” algorithm (Ryan Abernathey et al) 

Map data Time-series data

To effectively work with big data, users must understand how their data is distributed!



Key design decision: no “magic”

To use Xarray-Beam, you need to understand how your data is distributed
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Thanks for your attention!

Summary: numerical methods + auto diff 
+ accelerators + deep learning = an 
amazing toolkit for scientific computing

To learn more:

● Paper: Kochkov et al, Machine learning 
accelerated computational fluid 
dynamics (PNAS, 2021)

● Code: github.com/google/jax-cfd

Stay tuned for our new atmospheric GCM!
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